
HELLO Reader 

and 

WELCOME TO OUR MAY 2014 NEWSLETTER 

 
Wild Onion:  part of Wati Ngintaka Tjukurpa (creation story) 

We are back from our first Desert Dreaming journey and what a wonderful journey it was. Paul and I are 

still integrating at the moment and when it takes this long we know that so much more than what we 

experienced at a surface level, happened.  

Eight other wonderful souls jumped on board with us, two, our friends from the USA and what a treat to 

travel with such a diverse and experienced in so many walks of life, group. We cannot thank B 1 and B 2 

from SEIT OUTBACK enough for putting together such a wonderful journey. They were both called 

Brett so it was easier to call out B1 or B2....Because of both Brett's 10 years of love of and dedication to 

the Original people of the Central Australian desert we were able to go where very few people get to be. 

The Elders and communities trust them and know where their hearts come from.  

The desert colours were even more brilliant this year with the rain and it was such a pleasure to see all the 

wild flowers as well. It was the first time we had seen it so green. Didn't get to see rain on Uluru but all 

the waterholes were full. 

We have come back with a much deeper appreciation and understanding of the Tjukurpa (creation) stories 

of the Original peoples of Australia, (and as usual even more questions than answers as we delved deeper 

into the Tjukurpa), how they cared for the land and each other, how they ARE the land.  

We were blessed to have the last Original Elder Peter Nyaningu who is 83yrs old, of the APY (Anangu, 

Pitjantjatjara, Yankunytjatjara )lands travel with us for part of the way once we entered his country, in 

South Australia. Peter's country is still as pristine as it was thousands of years ago, untouched by white 

people, with only a small herd of camels, wild donkeys and dingos for company. He was so happy to be 

able to share his stories with people who genuinely cared for and honoured his ancient traditions. It was 

such a privilege and honour to sit and listen to the creation and life stories he told. It saddened him that 

his people no longer sat around the fires at night and sang and danced the creation.  
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Thank you to Stanley who is also in his 80s for finding marku (witchetty grubs)and the hilarious 7 sisters 

(Pleiades) dance, Lee and Raymond for digging Jarla (honey ants), Leah for teaching us the 7 sisters 

dance and the  marku song.....and so much more. We all learnt to sit and  just listen..especially to the land 

itself. We hugged river gums and once our minds had quietened we heard the water moving up and down 

the large trunks as they drank up the water from the river way below.  

We hugged Uluru...lay on its rocks and listened and felt for a special message just for each one of us. 

Don't know what anyone else was given and for me I heard what I thought was my breathing until I held 

my breath for about four breathes and then I could hear a loud breath in and a whooshing breath out. 

When I stood up I felt light and pain free in my legs for the first time in ages. It didn't last for more than 

an hour and yet I was grateful for being shown that my body can be pain free if I allow it to be. 

Our group ventured into special places and saw amazing things we have been asked to keep secret...and 

we will. Now aren't you wishing you had come along...lol! We all had challenges some more than others 

and yet they were dealt with gracefully and courageously. We were to all face "stuff"....for want of 

another way of saying it and Paul and I were so grateful for the mature way each member handled theirs 

as they arose. Of course it will unfold more for each one as the days back at home progress and the 

journey unfolds layer by layer. 

We threw the itinerary out the window on day one as we moved from time into timing and as always it 

was perfect. We walked, danced and sang the specific chapters of the Tjukurpa that we were in with lots 

of laughs thrown in as well. We sat around the fire at night and shared the day and stories. We slept under 

the stars, in a little bit of rain one night...except for those who chickened out...lol!...watched the lightening 

on a couple of other nights...it stayed away....listened to the howls of the dingos, the footsteps of camels 

and the morning call of the "time to get up' birds. We walked 13kms around Uluru at sunrise and the next 

day, the Valley of the Winds, Kata Tjuta....then it was time to rest for a night and come home. 

                

First light at Uluru                                                                At Uluru with Peter Nyaningu 

One thing that was a really special surprise for us was that we all got to see the power of the greenstone 

symbol we had placed in the land eight years ago, at work. The women in our group when we took the 

greenstone symbol to be placed in the land, were not able to go there last time as Lee had to take Paul 

through a sacred mens' area to do the ceremony. There have already been school groups taken out to the 

spot and it has now become part of the Tjukurpa story of the area. The traditional land owners, Lee and 

Leah, call Paul the Greenstone Man. He tells us that the greenstone is the same colour as the Rainbow 

Serpent, Wanumpi, also the name of the symbol Paul carved, when seen in spirit form. 

Camels over the years had drunk  the three huge water holes dry and now the springs are blocked with the 

thousands of bodies of the camels that have died of hunger and thirst. Wanumpi the Rainbow Serpent 

came and ate all the bodies so now all that you see is dry sand and some bones...the water has of yet, not 

come back...it is there though. Paul was unsure of where the stone lay as the area looked so different. 

Andi and Lucinda asked if I could call to it and Lee said I knew where it was even though I had not seen 

where it had been placed all those years ago. It took only a moment for me to hear the call and I pointed 

to a tree in the distance and said "There it is!" and Lee said yes. We all headed over to the area, both Lee 
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and the Bretts knowing what we would find. The tree stood tall on its own and the greenstone had created 

a five metre clear buffer zone all around. Out from there grew literally thousands of young Desert Oaks. 

No-where else in this region does this phenomenon occur. We could all feel the really special energy that 

was in the area. it helped us to realise that the stones we  have placed are doing their work right across the 

planet. 

Each one of us will have had a similar and yet different experience. All of us have come back with 

something to share or not depending on whether we can relate what happened and if the listener is 

listening. 

So Paul and I have decided to take two groups out next year one the first week of May and the other the 

last week of July first week of August. Dates to be advised and prices. At the moment prices are the same 

for last year and we are waiting for Brett 1 to get back to us to confirm both dates and costs.  These 

special journeys have a small window of opportunity as the Elders won't be around forever....physically 

anyway. Over 50% of them have passed on since our last visit 8 years ago. If you are thinking of coming 

then jump in as we already have spaces filled by those wanting to return and those who missed out last 

time. 

From Andi: 

What a wonderful, life changing journey. Thanks Paul and Phoebe for organizing it. Thanks to 
B1 and B2 for their amazing knowledge, the passion to share it, their genuine interest in and 
care for the indigenous people and all their wisdom and songlines. B1s' incredible 
organisational skills and professionalism are legendary. But, most especially. thanks to Lee and 
Leah for their teachings, Stanley for the Seven Sisters Songline, and of course Peter Nyaningu 
for his pure heart. 

 
We will leave you all with a few pictures that we can share, until next time....Remember to follow your 

hearts and live your dreams. 

Paul and Phoebe.  

         

Above Atal Camp #1                                           Impromptu lesson above camp 1 
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Looking for honey ants                                        The mistletoe dance with Brettina..Brett2 

       

The greenstone tree       One of the many glorious sunsets we saw 

         

Atal camp sunrise     River gums at sunrise camp 3 Mt Woodroofe 

 

Stanley with grinding rock and stone 
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